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C H A P T E R  S E V E N

The Word became flesh and blood, and moved into
the neighborhood. 

—John 1:14 (THE MESSAGE)

THROWING AWAY GOOD MONEY
Joel relished leading the onsite small-group network at University Church.

This had been his first experience in a large church, and he found some things
easier, but other tasks more daunting. He noticed that in this large church there
seemed to be less empathy for the poor than he had observed at the much small-
er Ekklesia Church. “I can see a passion in our small groups for helping the poor,
but they just don’t see themselves doing it,” Joel lamented in one of our meet-
ings. “There is something about a large church that makes people want to send
others and not go themselves.”

Modern Leadership Millennial Leadership

1. Send others. 1. Go in person.

2. Teaching is one-sided 
and directive.

2. Teach and be taught.

3. Gathering is an 
attractional event.

3. Gathering is a super-
natural encounter.

Incarnation
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Though Joel’s ministry at University Church had revitalized its small groups,
he was disappointed with the lack of impact they were making in the nearby
urban area of Fallsgate. Joel insisted that each small group reach UP in worship,
reach INward to minister to one another, and reach OUT to help the needy. It
was this last area that was the hardest for Joel to accomplish. 

“Let’s meet this Saturday in the Fallsgate neighborhood,” suggested Joel to the
group he attended. “Terry’s friend owns a home there, and it needs repainting.” 

“Wouldn’t it be better to send professional painters to do it?” Murray asked.
“They could do it faster and better.” 

“But that’s not the point,” Joel retorted. “We need to get to know the people
in that neighborhood personally. We can’t know their needs if we don’t meet
them face-to-face.” With that the group decided to reconvene next Saturday
morning to paint the home.

That Saturday evening I connected with Joel for an update. “How’d it go?” I
asked. Joel responded, “Not good.” It seemed only four people showed up out of
fourteen group members, and one spent most of the day getting supplies. When
sunset arrived, they had painted only one side of the house and half the front. “I’m
afraid we can’t get anyone back for a few weeks, and it looks atrocious,” stated
Joel. “I’m worried the community will think we don’t follow through with things.” 

“What makes you feel that way?” I interrupted. 
“It was because of what Bill said,” replied Joel. “Bill lives next door, and he

said that painting that house was the least of the neighborhood’s problems. Bill
told us that the woman across the street has three kids and her boyfriend beat her
up last week. She’s afraid of him, but has nowhere to go. And she can’t afford to
move out because she has a minimum-wage job. Bill asked me why a church as
big as ours wasn’t doing something.” 

“What did you tell him?” I asked. 
“I told him if she needed money to move to a new home, the church would

provide it. But Bill said she needed something more than money. She needed
people to count on to help her break a cycle of poverty and abuse. ‘You can’t
throw money at us down here and expect anything to change,’ was Bill’s reply.” 

“What did you say then?” I asked. 
“I couldn’t say a thing,” Joel said. 
The conversation with Bill had been revelatory for Joel. “I learned from Bill

that we need to ask them about their needs. No longer are we just going to throw
money indiscriminately at a need,” recalled Joel. “Plus, we’ve combined four small
groups, and together they adopt a family and meet all of their needs for a year. If
they need tutoring, we help. If they need a place to stay, we help. If they need a
better job, we help. We just aren’t there with a handout. We are there with a shoul-
der to bear their pain.”

Over the next year, two clusters of small groups moved their meetings to the
Fallsgate neighborhood. After a few months, the two clusters started a Sunday
afternoon worship celebration for Fallsgate residents. “It [the worship] shows
people what we are about: the mission of God. We’re not about just doing good
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deeds. We’re connecting people back to God,” said Joel. “I guess you’d say our
small groups are not just sending their money or their time to Fallsgate, but they
are sending God’s message that all are welcome to come back home.”

IS FOR “INCARNATION”

Latin: in- (into) + carn- (flesh) + ation (to become, to transform)1

Incarnation describes how God sent his Son, Jesus, to earth in the flesh and
in person (John 1:14; Col. 2:9) in lieu of sending a surrogate (such as an angel)
or just speaking through a prophet as he had done in Old Testament times.
Scholar N. T. Wright says that this incarnation “implies that God wants to make
his presence felt around the place, and he may well want to do so especially
where people are trying to run things their own way and making a mess of it.”2

The incarnation is an important subject, for it reminds us that God is a “mis-
sionary God,”3 coming to humanity to restore fellowship between himself and his
offspring. Though there are many attributes to God’s incarnation, we shall focus
on four aspects:

1. God himself went to earth. He did not send a surrogate. 

The Word became flesh and blood, 
and moved into the neighborhood. 

We saw the glory with our own eyes,
the one-of-a-kind glory, 
like Father, like Son. (John 1:14 

THE MESSAGE)

2. God in the form of Jesus came to explain himself to us in a personal man-
ner, with face-to-face dialogue.

Jesus said, “I am the Road, also the Truth, also the Life. No one gets to the
Father apart from me. If you really knew me, you would know my Father 
as well. From now on, you do know him. You’ve even seen him!” (John 
14:6-7 THE MESSAGE)

3. God wishes the result of this encounter to be a reconnection of people to
God. 

All this comes from the God who settled the relationship between us and
him, and then called us to settle our relationships with each other. God put
the world square with himself through the Messiah, giving the world a fresh
start by offering forgiveness of sins. (2 Cor. 5:18-19 THE MESSAGE)

4. God wishes his followers to participate in his mission and tell others about
his offer of reconciliation.
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God has given us the task of telling everyone what he is doing. We’re Christ’s
representatives. God uses us to persuade men and women to drop their dif-
ferences and enter into God’s work of making things right between them.
We’re speaking for Christ himself now: Become friends with God; he’s already
a friend with you. (2 Cor. 5:20 THE MESSAGE)

The following sections compare how modern and millennial leaders differ in
their approaches to telling others about God’s mission.

THREE PERILS OF MODERN LEADERSHIP 
REGARDING INCARNATION

MODERN MISCUE 1: SEND OTHERS.

Modern leadership has been characterized by a leader’s tendency to send oth-
ers in lieu of going himself or herself.4 This is a trait of what philosophers some-
times call “the modern era.” The modern era began around the time of the 
printing press (ca. mid-1500s AD) when getting a formal education emerged as the
way to get ahead in life. Universities first arose at this time in Sorbonne, France,
and Oxford, England. From that day until recently, getting ahead in life meant fol-
lowing the modern axiom that “you get an education, and you will get ahead.” 

Dissatisfaction with modernism’s emphasis on formal education began to rise
sometime around 1920. World War I had been an eye-opener. It was a war con-
ducted among the world’s most educated nations. And yet these nations used
their educational prowess to build better weapons of mass destruction (for exam-
ple, mustard gas). 

Over time, a new, postmodern outlook criticized formal education as the best
way to make the world a better place.5 This new outlook emphasized that it was
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through experience and personal encounter with others and their culture that
true learning took place. Though there are different varieties of postmodernism,
most hold that personal encounter and experimentation are better teachers than
mediation through the experience of a teacher.6

A few specific aspects of leadership illustrate how postmodernism has influ-
enced the church for good7 and for ill.8 Figure 7.1 compares the different
approaches that modernism and postmodernism take to education, status, and
the supernatural.

Figure 7.1. A brief overview of modernism 
and postmodernism9

Modernism Postmodernism
(The Modern Era) (The Postmodern Era)

ca. 1500–1970 ca. 1920–today

You learn by reading about things. experiencing things
yourself.

Research is others more trained you yourself as you go
conducted by and skilled than you. and learn.

Status is charact- excellence and genuineness and
erized by quality. simplicity.

You encounter  through common through unexplainable
the supernatural sense and reason. encounter.

Do you question You do not question You question even
basic truths? basic truths because basic truths that know-

knowledgeable people ledgeable people have
smarter than you taught you.
believe them.

Began with the resurgence of with the failure of
learning after the so-called education to make the
Dark Ages (ca. 1500). world a safer place after

World War I (ca.
1920).

Modernism concluded that other, more educated people should be sent to
help those in need. This emphasis on professionalism even influenced the
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church, where sending professional missionaries and aid workers and pastors
was the preferred method of helping the needy. While these actions were born

from sincerity, they created discon-
nectivity between the haves and the
have-nots. Consider these charitable
actions practiced by the modern
church:

•Churches sent money to
support “experts” and “pro-
fessionals” who would then
help the needy.

•Periodicals such as National Geographic and Life became the way peo-
ple back home experienced other cultures by proxy.

•Clothing drives, coat/mitten appeals, and canned goods campaigns
were devised to send cast-off items to the needy.

•Churches planted autonomous churches among needy others. But
because these independent churches had only limited ties to the moth-
er church, many church plants failed because the indigenous culture did
not have enough money to support them.

The results of sending others were both good and bad. Although much good
work was funded and directed by trained experts, the church back home became
disconnected. Sending professional missionaries and aid workers to connect with
other cultures allowed the church back home to stay safe and secure away from
teeming masses and their scarcities. The give-and-take of communicating Christ
to a new culture was left to others until recently when those cultures came to the
doorsteps of America’s churches.

MODERN MISCUE 2: TEACHING IS ONE-SIDED AND DIRECTIVE. 

Because modernism puts so much emphasis on scholars and their knowledge,
teaching becomes top-down and one-sided. The students are not expected to know
much until they have entered higher levels of education. The same is true in the
church. The following are notable examples:

•Sermons, lectures, Bible studies, and small-group discussions are one-
sided. Discussion is neither encouraged nor planned.

•Proper education gives a person the right to disagree. Only properly
trained and designated lay teachers, lay preachers, pastors-in-training,
and so on usually speak up or interject challenges. 

•Ushers, coleaders, cohosts, and others keep watch over the meetings,
ensuring that there are no disturbances, disagreements, and/or 
challenges.

•Leaders use catch phrases that remind hearers that leaders are the
experts and their ideas should not be challenged, such as:
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Sending professional
missionaries and aid workers
to connect with other cultures

allowed the church back
home to stay safe and secure
away from teeming masses

and their scarcities.
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“When I was in seminary, I learned . . .”
“The original Greek says . . .”
“I’ve come to learn over the years . . .”

While learning does takes place, a one-sided and directive environment cre-
ates the following caveats:

•Hearers may not fully understand what is being taught because ex-
tended discussion and questioning are not encouraged.

•Congregants come to rely on trained leaders as the experts and expect
them to do most of the work.

•Academic-oriented curriculum can create a caste system in our
churches where those with more training are more highly regarded and
their opinion carries more weight than local frontline workers who
have more practical experience.

•People with genuine questions can feel overlooked and ignored in
their quest for knowledge. The subtle insinuation is that if you want
your questions answered, go to seminary where you will get answers.
The result is that many people enter seminary (which is, after all, a
professional program) not for training, but for answers to basic ques-
tions that the church back home should have provided. 

MODERN MISCUE 3: GATHERING IS AN ATTRACTIONAL EVENT. 

As a result of one-sided and directive teaching, the professional clergy become
the ones who decide how people can best encounter God. And because these pro-
fessional pastors spend most of their week working on administrative duties, they
can often attempt to administrate and overregulate spiritual encounter. 

Subsequently, modern churches often try to have the “best worship service in
town” because if they do, people will encounter God. I speak from experience. I
tried during most of my early ministerial career (ca. 1981–85) to organize the
perfect worship service, but I never attained it. And the church that I helped
plant didn’t grow either. Instead, we experienced a slow loss of talented leaders,
who grew tired of my relentless quest for the perfect worship service. I now know
such perfection is impossible and absurd to seek. Failures in that church plant,
coupled with my consulting work for many churches that have grown in a more
organic manner, have helped me see the differences. 

Here are some telltale signs that a church may be trying to attract an audi-
ence by excellence and exactness:

•The pastor convenes a Monday meeting to discuss the things that went
wrong on Sunday and how to fix them. I did this for years, much to the
exasperation of the church leaders. I never did create an errorless worship
encounter, and no human ever will. Instead, I created an environment
where volunteers and staff were more interested in pleasing the pastor
than they were in pleasing God.
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•More time is spent each week on the physical planning of the worship
celebration than with the essentials of spiritual preparation.

•The church advertises itself 
— in superlative terms, such as “the best Sunday school in town,”
or “Our worship is like nothing you’ve ever experienced.”

— in terms that make it seem the church is smarter than or supe-
rior to you, such as, “It’s a new year, why don’t you do some-
thing new: go to church.”10

Bob Kauflin in Worship Matters: Leading Others to Encounter the Greatness of
God sums up this dilemma:

We arrogantly think our church’s worship is better than the church down the
street. We over-rehearse and get impatient when others make mistakes. We
minimize spiritual preparation and devote ourselves entirely to musical issues.
We evaluate failure or success solely on right tempos, in-tune vocals, and well-
executed plans. We take pride in our polished performance rather than being
humbled by God’s mercy.11

Attractional churches can thus err on the side of seeking excellence over
seeking encounter. But there is nothing wrong with seeking excellence and qual-
ity. I have attended many churches that foster encounter with an accompanying
excellence. The problem arises when excellence is stressed more than encounter
in preparation, evaluation, and execution. Seeking to do things well is a biblical
admonition (Phil. 4:8). Yet when excellence becomes the goal, the focus and the
tool by which leadership is measured, this is unbiblical (1 Cor. 2:1). Our goal
instead should be to encounter, and millennial leaders foster this.

Three Attitudes of Millennial Leadership 
Regarding Incarnation
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MILLENNIAL ATTITUDE 1: GO IN PERSON.

I am continually surprised that young people today spend their spring vaca-
tions so much differently than I did forty years ago. I was part of a burgeoning
boomer generation, and despite all of our protestations about peace, love, and
unity, we still spent our spring vacations partying in Fort Lauderdale. We might
march for peace one week, hold a sit-in the next week to protest unfair treatment
of African Americans, and spend an exorbitant amount of money staying in a
beachfront hotel overlooking the warm Atlantic the following week.

Although some students today undoubtedly follow in my unruly footsteps, I
am surprised that many of our university students opt instead for mission trips to
Haiti, South America, and Mexico. Pat Hannon, a leader connected with the
university’s short-term missions program, stated, 

This emerging generation of leaders is not content to merely talk about serving
or to praise how others have served. They are eager to jump in and get their
hands dirty by serving needs in the world around them. . . .Whatever the weak-
nesses are of the upcoming generation, we should celebrate the reality that they
expect faith and action to be connected.12

Such attitudes are being mirrored in new and flexible church experiments.
Shane Claiborne is a colleague and one of the founders of Potter Street
Community in Philadelphia.13 In solidarity with the poor this church bought
what they called an “intentional community house”14 in an urban area, ex-
panded to a few houses, then decided to return to one house. They are now
launching a new Apprenticeship House.15 And Ron Sider has stated his respect
for a movement in the Church of the Nazarene to create Samaritan churches that
seek to empower the needy.16 These churches are fulfilling what John M. Perkins
advocated and we studied in chapter 4: wealthy churches should move into areas
of urban blight and reconcile with them through a strategy of relocation.17

MILLENNIAL ATTITUDE 2: TEACH AND BE TAUGHT.

Professors and teachers have long known that students learn best through a
two-way dialogue and discussion.18 Not surprisingly, this was one of Jesus’ pri-
mary methods of discourse. In Scripture we see Jesus teaching and taking ques-
tions. He did not seem perturbed by the sometime audacity of the questioner. In
Mark alone Jesus often asked questions to foster more discussion (2:9, 25; 3:4, 23,
33-35; 4:13, 30, 40, and so on).

To cultivate more learning, here are some ways that churches are fostering
more dialogue:

•Churches are using electronic networks to stimulate feedback and ques-
tions during presentations and teaching, as noted in the previous chapter.
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•Churches are going out of the sanctuary into the community to dialogue
with others. This puts the listener at ease by providing her or him a more
comfortable and customary environment, which encourages more dia-
logue. Such Bible and/or theological studies are taking place in local
haunts, including community rooms, libraries, cafés, and even pubs. One
pastor leads a gathering in a pub with a vision “to gather in a natural set-
ting and engage with folks who may not come to us.”19

•Churches are developing Bible studies and sermons that tackle formerly
taboo topics. Theologically delicate topics such as homosexuality, infi-
delity, spiritual insincerity, and so forth are being discussed in open and
non-discriminatory forums. Dan Kimball surveyed the Vintage Faith
congregation to solicit topics for a five-week sermon series called “Q-5:
Questions of Theology and Culture.” Topics included Christian preju-
dice, the reliability of the Bible, homosexuality, and why does a loving
God kill people.20 A result is that topics once avoided as too controver-
sial are being addressed so that learning can result.

Discussing difficult topics through two-way communication in local environ-
ments requires Christians to go out among non-churchgoers. Genuine dialogue
is weakened when it takes place in unfamiliar environs or only in church facili-
ties. The best dialogue takes place when the church goes out and explains the
missio Dei in person to those whom God is seeking to reconnect.

MILLENNIAL ATTITUDE 3: GATHERING IS A SUPERNATURAL ENCOUNTER.

While the modern approach is often to focus on the minutiae of planning and
management in hopes of orchestrating a supernatural encounter, the millennial
reaction is to spend more time in spiritual preparation. I have noticed that mil-
lennial churches spend more time in spiritual disciplines such as prayer and fast-
ing when planning worship gatherings. Some have even characterized such an
emphasis on spiritual preparation as a part of a “new monasticism” where young
people on their spiritual journeys find that solitude, prayer, fasting, and medita-
tion better prepare them for worship than selecting a liturgy or choosing the per-
fect illustration for a sermon.21

Here are some characteristics I have noticed in churches with a focus on
supernatural experience:

•More preparatory time for worship celebrations, small-group meetings,
and so forth is spent in prayer, fasting, silence, and meditation than in
physical planning.

•The goal of a worship celebration is that everyone will experience God.
We saw in chapter 5 that the Hebrew word for worship means a close
encounter with a king that fosters reverence, respect, and praise.22 And
thus, the purpose of our worship celebrations should be to usher congre-
gants into such a close personal encounter with the God who created
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them. After all, since the missio Dei is God’s quest to reconnect with his
errant offspring, an appropriate goal for our worship encounters should be
to accommodate that God-on-one connection.

•The Holy Spirit—not a liturgy or the order printed in the bulletin—is
allowed to lead a worship encounter. Doug Pagitt leads an innovative church
in Minneapolis. I was surprised when attending the church to find that they
often practice improvisation in worship. “Some people think improvisation
takes less work, but it takes more because you’ve got to have everything
ready,” Doug told me. “The key is that you let the Holy Spirit arrange how it
unfolds when you get to Sunday evening.”23 To encourage improvisation, the
Solomon’s Porch worship team prepares four to five songs, the preacher pre-
pares a sermon, someone else prepares a verse to share, and another person
prepares a prayer. But when they start their Sunday evening celebration, no
one knows in which order these elements will unfold. The worship team,
speakers, and others wait until they feel God nudging them to go next. The
result is what Pagitt calls improvisation but is really a Spirit-led structure for
the elements they sense God has led them to prepare.24

NURTURING THE THREE ATTITUDES REGARDING INCARNATION

NURTURING MILLENNIAL ATTITUDE 1: GO IN PERSON.

1.a. Provide opportunities for congregants to go to distant cultures. Churches are dis-
covering the power of congregants being involved personally in ministering to the
needs of far-off cultures. This can take place in mission trips over holidays or sum-
mers. But such opportunities should not be limited to young people. Many retirees
and second-career missionary workers
are emerging. One of Youth with a
Mission’s most successful programs is
called Crossroads, which features a dis-
cipleship training school for not-so-
youthful people over age thirty. 

All of these avenues are intended
to get congregants from a First World
culture to work alongside residents of a
Two-thirds World culture in solving problems. Churches are already doing this
to an extent, but the grave needs of most of the world’s emerging nations mean
that the great wealth of the haves is not yet reaching the have-nots.

1.b. Provide opportunities for congregants to go into local, but dissimilar cultures.Almost
all communities today have new cultures moving in. In many rural locales that were
for many years immune to unfamiliar cultures, an influx of migrant workers is occur-
ring. The migratory nature of these families creates challenges connecting with them,
but they, too, are part of the missio Dei. Today churches are discovering the power of
sending congregants to do the work personally instead of throwing money at the needs
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of locally emerging cultures. Many churches are discovering the power of releasing
congregants to be tutors over lunch breaks at local and struggling schools. 

1.c. Adopt people, not programs. It is easy to pick out a program, even one that
appears in this book, and try to apply it without checking compatibility with
local needs. Thus, it is important to get feedback from people in need and build
a ministry around their needs rather than a program. For example, Jay Height is
the millennial leader of a once-struggling Church of the Nazarene in
Indianapolis, Indiana. Jay was tired of not being able to meet the mushrooming
needs of the impoverished neighborhood. “The need was too great,” stated Jay. 

There was so much need that a food pantry or a clothing shelf just couldn’t
make a dent. So, we don’t do that now. Instead, we adopt a half dozen families
and we meet all of their needs. If they need food, we provide it. If they need a
better job, we help them get it. Whatever they need, the church has adopted
them, so we help them get it. Because the need is so great, you can’t just do a
program and hope to meet everyone’s need. . . .A program makes people
dependent on a program and not a person. Therefore, we just adopt families and
our congregation takes care of all of their needs.25

NURTURING MILLENNIAL ATTITUDE 2: TEACH AND BE TAUGHT.

2.a. Encourage dialogue, questions, and disagreement when discussing spiritual top-
ics. The key to learning is more discussion. We’ve all seen at one time or anoth-
er that being unable to ask a question has stopped us in our exploration of a
theme and thwarted learning. When we welcome discussion and listen, the
teacher can learn more too. Figure 7.2 suggests five rules that can help discus-
sants be “critical and creative at the same time”:26

Figure 7.2. Five rules for discussion and learning 

Focus and Time Allotment                     The Five Rules
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Presentation of the topic
(25 percent of allotted time)

1. The leader presents an overview
of the topic.

Discussion
(50 percent of allotted time)

2. Listeners share their thoughts.
• Critical or opposing discus-
sion is welcome.

• Combinations of ideas are
sought.

• Proposing or hearing an opin-
ion does not mean accepting it.
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2.b. Go out to places where non-churchgoers are comfortable, and dialogue with
them there. The missio Dei is the reconnection that people are seeking. But Dan
Kimball in his book They Like Jesus but Not the Church offers a sobering reminder
that people today are often leery of Christians who bring that message of reuni-
fication. The message can be more palatable if the hearers are in a locale in
which they are familiar and comfortable. Therefore, consider holding discussion
groups at

• local cafés, coffee bars, and restaurants,
• public buildings such as libraries and community centers,
• private facilities such as rooms in health clubs, athletic clubs, and cul-
tural associations, and

•homes of sociable and amicable people (for example, Jesus attended a
party given by a tax gatherer named Matthew [Matt. 9:9-13]).

The best place to create dialogue with non-churchgoers about God’s mission
may be not in the unfamiliar (to them) confines of the church building but in
the haunts and meeting places of the local community.

2.c. Allow God to do the work of the missio Dei, and do not try to force a con-
clusion. Sometimes because a Christian recognizes the eternal magnitude of
God’s missio Dei, he or she may try to force a conclusion. But this is God’s mis-
sion. God directs its pace. Jürgen Moltmann described it as “not the church
that has a mission of salvation to fulfill in the world; it is the mission of the
Son and the Spirit through the Father that includes the church.”27 Therefore,
if it is God’s mission and it is the Holy Spirit that brings people to the point of
conversion (John 6:44, 65), it is improper and presumptuous for a Christian to
force a conclusion. I’ve written two books on the journey of faith and the time
it takes for some people to navigate that journey. I’ve also interviewed twelve
national Christian leaders about their spiritual journeys and described how
they took different routes at different paces to meet God. Because God is the
one leading the seeker forward and the route for each traveler can be so differ-
ent, we must be careful not to allow our concern to overcompensate for God’s
patience.
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Conclusions
(25 percent of allotted time)

3. Leader summarizes the previous
discussion.

4. Leader and participants conclude
the discussion by noting areas of
agreement.

5. Further discussion of the topic is
scheduled, or discussion is con-
sidered complete.
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NURTURING MILLENNIAL ATTITUDE 3: GATHERING 
IS A SUPERNATURAL ENCOUNTER.

3.a. Spend more time in spiritual preparation for worship than in physical planning.
Since the Hebrew word for worship means “a close encounter with a king that 
fosters reverence, respect, and praise,”28 this should be an aim of our worship gath-
erings. As such, preparation for spiritual encounter should be lengthier than prepa-
ration for physical planning. Yet the opposite is too often true. I have noticed many
clients who plan profusely for the physical aspects of a worship gathering with bul-
letins, perfectly synchronized Scriptures, liturgical exactness, and fitting sermon
examples. Yet we often do so with little regard for the spiritual dynamics involved.
The best remedy is to simply spend more time in spiritual preparation for worship
gatherings than in physical planning. Now, you may be saying, “I cannot lessen my
preparation. A certain amount of time is required.” If that is the case, then mea-
sure how much time you spend in physical preparation and designate a correspond-
ing amount of time to pre-worship preparations. Below are just a few examples:

•prayer
• fasting
•meditation
•confession
•absolution

3.b. Evaluate worship gatherings in light of how well people connected with God.
We have seen that the focus of worship should be encounter, and we should eval-
uate it based on this criterion. In other words, ask yourself the questions found
in figure 7.3 after each worship celebration.

Figure 7.3. Five phases of worship evaluation

The Five Phases Evaluative Actions
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Phase 1:

Experiences of encounter

Did people enter into a worship
encounter during the 
worship celebration? 

What was happening and when?

Why do you think this occurred?

Phase 2:

Absence of encounter

Were there times when you and/or
others sensed it was hard to 

connect with God? 

What was happening and when?

Why do you think this occurred?
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: Incarnation

Though some of these examples point to a corporate worship gathering, most are
adaptable to any worship gathering, such as that in a small group. The important prin-
ciple to remember in our chapter on incarnation is that God seeks to meet face-to-
face with people. And not surprisingly, people seek God in the same way. Therefore,
God’s coming to earth in the flesh established a principle for how we partner with
God’s missio Dei. So we, too, must go personally in the flesh to connect with people,
beginning authentic dialogue with them and together encountering their Creator.

MOVING TOWARD 
MILLENNIAL LEADERSHIP:

QUESTIONS FOR PERSONAL REFLECTION
AND/OR GROUP DISCUSSION

The following questions are for personal reflection but can also be used in a
group setting.

Phase 3:
Possible changes

What can be changed:
to foster more encounter?
to foster less distraction? 

Are there some areas that cannot
be changed and should be left in

God’s hands? 
Make a list and write down 

your responses.

Phase 4:

Review three days before next
worship celebration

Take out your list at least three
days before the next 
worship celebration.

Read it.
Pray over it.

Apply changes as warranted 
and guided.

Phase 5:
Measurement

Track your time to spend equal
amounts of time

in spiritual preparation 
and in physical preparation.
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1. For personal and group reflection: create an organix leadership journal
by 

• selecting two items from each box, and
•writing in it what you will begin to do over the next thirty
days to move toward millennial leadership in these two areas.

Nurturing Millennial Leadership

Incarnation 1. Go in person.

1.a. Provide opportunities for congregants
to go to distant cultures.

1.b. Provide opportunities for congre-
gants to go into local, but dissimilar
cultures.

1.c. Adopt people, not programs.

2. Teach and be taught.

2.a. Encourage dialogue, questions,
and disagreement when discussing
spiritual topics.

2.b. Go out to places where 
non-churchgoers are comfortable,
and dialogue with them there.

2.c. Allow God to do the work of the
missio Dei, and do not try to force
a conclusion.

3. Gathering is a supernatural encounter.

3.a. Spend more time in spiritual 
preparation for worship than in
physical planning.

3.b. Evaluate worship gatherings in
light of how well people connected
with God.
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2. For group reflection: 

•Share your responses to the chart above with your group
(omitting answers/plans that are overly personal). 

•Take notes in your journal on the following:
a. Does your group agree or disagree with your assess-
ments and plans?

b. What input did they give you regarding moving
toward millennial leadership?

•Then rewrite your plans in your journal using their input. 

3. For personal and group reflection: 

•Revisit your notes in your journal every month for six
months. Ask yourself:
a. Are there areas where I am making progress? If so,
describe them.

b. Are there areas where I am still weak? What will I do
to address them?

•At the end of six months reread the chapter and update your
plans.
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